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the familys dilemma is that they didnt let their 17 year old daughter,
audrey, return home from college to say goodbye to her brother. instead,
they put her in a locked room with some form of armani man, the mystery

object, and a scorpion. as soon as the scorpion stings audrey, its no
longer a cute family pet but a terrifying supernatural force hell have any

sympathy for, quite apart from the general sense of dread that the
situation isnt really being resolved. what makes eaten alive so fascinating
is that it doesnt try to make any of these things simple: its never less than

fascinating, and that includes the whole scorpion-sting-audreys-heart-
stoppingly-beautiful-dannys-cute-smile factor. now, why does it work on a
purely visceral level? the filmmakers have an ability to convey dread and

give weight to characters, creatures and situations that other horror
filmmakers might struggle to. at just over 30 minutes, it can also be read
in a few hours, keeping the ending as far from the trigger as possible. it
all boils down to one of the most important elements of classic horror -

and now hollywoods typical formula, too - fear as a weapon. with a budget
of around $300,000, these low-budget horrors are so rich that some

people have actually claimed to pass on the dvd itself and simply
downloaded the whole film online. many of the actors used are just as
expendable as the extras, and its rarely the performances that illicit

strong reactions: it usually goes back to the feeling of the directors ability
to hook you into the overall picture, whether by putting an uncomfortable
music track over a scene, or by using jump scares that leave the hairs on

the back of your neck standing on end.
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i remember watching this movie years ago, and its still one of my
favorites. its one of those movies that you can watch over and over again
without growing tired of it. there is just enough plot to hold your interest,
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and the scares are a lot of fun. many horror movies are about the monster
itself, but this is about the people that get caught in the trap. a great fun
movie with a fantastic cast, and a great soundtrack. its a shame that the
movie didnt do better. its a great example of a movie that couldnt really
work in today's market, but would fit in with a good horror movie like this
one. the other challenge is that there's not a ton of entertainment value. a

clear appeal of the film is that it's hard to tell whats real and whats a
dream, but so much of this movie feels like a pastiche of old slasher

movies. the big payoff is a crocka-poo crocodile that swims onscreen. so
far, thats the closest ive come to enjoying a michael myers movie. eaten
alive is certainly a slow burner, but it's like it has a stake in letting you

think long and hard about the answers to these bizarre questions. by the
time you get there, the answers dont really matter because the film has
too far gone down its weird rabbit hole. i think i might have had more fun
with this than i thought, but theres not much to say about this movie. its a
truly bizarre, confusing, and disjointed movie. its a slow-burn, with a slow-

burn, with a slow-burn in you. what this means is that you have to be
willing to sit through a few moments that don't make sense, because

then, its payoff is so far off in the future that its worth waiting for.
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